GET READY FOR A REVOLUTION IN THE KITCHEN WITH GENERATION 7000.

MORE INNOVATIONS THAN EVER BEFORE
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DESIGN
BY MIELE

Seamless elegance, intuitive functionality.

FOUR DESIGN LINES
THREE COLOR WORLDS
We believe that there is no limit to how far you can push excellence. And since Miele was founded in 1899, we have proved it time and again with our pioneering technology, obsessive craftsmanship and refined design. Now with Generation 7000 we have set another new benchmark.

THE BIGGEST AND MOST GROUNDBREAKING LAUNCH IN OUR 120 YEAR HISTORY
With Generation 7000 we introduce 165 new products with exclusive technology, enhanced connectivity and clear, intuitive user interfaces.

By putting the user experience first, Miele inspires creativity and makes consistently outstanding results simple.

MORE INNOVATIONS THAN EVER BEFORE

PERFECTION MADE EASY
NEW DESIGN VITRO LINE

STYLISH GLASS | TIMELESS | MODERN

BRILLIANT WHITE

GRAPHITE GREY

OBSIDIAN BLACK
An oven door that opens by itself, appliances that react to you: these are just some of Miele’s world-first innovations in the Generation 7000 range. All created to make everything in the kitchen as seamless, effortless and flawless as possible.
Overbaking and overcooking is a thing of the past. At the end of the cooking cycle, the door opens automatically, rapidly cooling the oven. And a maintenance temperature can be set so that food stays warm or meat can rest.
Introducing our most powerful combi-steam oven to date. Steam seals in flavor and nutrients fast and also maintains extremely uniform temperature and humidity throughout the oven. It’s so uniform, in fact, settings can be made in one degree increments and sous vide cooking is possible.

MIELE@HOME CONNECTED APPLIANCES
EXPERIENCE THE UNIQUE

MIELE FLOW

When appliances are as intuitive as Generation 7000, the kitchen becomes a whole new world. One where every task is simple, every result is perfect and everything flows from start to finish. And it’s this unique Miele flow that gives people the opportunity to be more creative in the kitchen than ever before.

FOR PERFECT RESULTS
Thanks to motion detecting technology, our appliances can now react to people’s movements: oven lights and displays turn on and end-of-cycle signals automatically switch off when someone approaches.

FOOD VIEW

Now it’s possible to check up on food anytime, anywhere thanks to the internal camera and the Miele app. Temperature and cooking time can even be adjusted from a tablet or smart phone.
Get ready for a revolution in the kitchen with Generation 7000. You can find out more about our most intuitive range ever at www.mieleusa.com